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Abstract
Hand gesture interface has been becoming an active topic of human-computer interaction 
(HCI). The utilization of hand gestures in human-computer interface enables human 
operators to interact with computer environments in a natural and intuitive manner. In 
particular, bare hand interpretation technique frees users from cumbersome, but typically 
required devices in communication with computers, thus offering the ease and 
naturalness in HCI.
Meanwhile, virtual assembly (VA) applies virtual reality (VR) techniques in mechanical 
assembly. It constructs computer tools to help product engineers planning, evaluating, 
optimizing, and verifying the assembly of mechanical systems without the need of 
physical objects. However, traditional devices such as keyboards and mice are no longer 
adequate due to their inefficiency in handling three-dimensional (3D) tasks. Special VR 
devices, such as data gloves, have been mandatory in VA.
This thesis proposes a novel gesture-based interface for the application of VA. It 
develops a hybrid approach to incorporate an appearance-based hand localization 
technique with a skin tone filter in support of gesture recognition and hand tracking in the 
3D space. With this interface, bare hands become a convenient substitution of special VR 
devices. Experiment results demonstrate the flexibility and robustness introduced by the 
proposed method to HCI.
iii
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1. Introduction
The concept of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) was bom as early as the invention of 
computer itself. It mainly refers to devices and technologies that support essential 
communication between human and computers. The rapid growth of massive 
computerization has made effective human-computer interaction essential. Nowadays, it 
is becoming an increasingly important and indivisible part of our daily lives. A simple 
example is the ubiquitous graphical interface used by Microsoft Windows 95, whose 
original idea can be traced back to the interface of Macintosh, the work at Xerox PARC, 
all the way to the early research at Stanford Research Laboratory (new SRI) and at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology [21].
For a long time, however, research on HCI has been restricted to techniques based on the 
use of a graphic display, a keyboard, and a mouse. These devices have grown to be 
familiar but inherently limit the speed and naturalness with which we can interact with 
the computers. It is regrettable that these limitations have become the major bottleneck in 
the developments of related areas such as VR, robotics, game, remote sensing, robot- 
human collaboration, and virtual assembling ([1], [47], [68], [143]).
The long-term goal of HCI is to pursue the ease and naturalness with which the user can 
interact with the computers. Inspired by the natural means employed in the human-to- 
human communication environment, researchers have started to explore the potentials of 
introducing other communication means constantly used by humans into the HCI context. 
One of such means is the movement of human arms and hands, also called hand 
gestures. Human hand gestures are common in non-verbal interaction among people. 
They range from simple actions of using our hand to point at and move around objects to 
the more sophisticated ones that express our feelings and allow us to communicate with
1
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others ([70], [108], [109], [133]). Thus, in recent years the integration of hand gesture 
into HCI context has obtained awareness of active researchers.
1.1 Previous Work
To introduce gestures as a new channel of HCI, it is necessary to develop techniques to 
allow computers recognize and interpret gestures. The recognition and interpretation of 
human gestures in HCI need to measure the dynamic and static configurations of human 
hands and other parts of the human body. Early solutions to this problem use mechanical 
devices that directly measure spatial position of hands and the joint angles of arms. A 
popular representative of such devices is glove-based device (Figure 1). To interact with 
computers with glove-based devices, users usually are required to wear a cumbersome 
glove with one or more cables that connect the glove to the computer ([7], [34], [92], 
[120]). The major disadvantages of such mechanical devices can be identified easily: 
unease and inconvenience. Furthermore, in remote-control environments, such glove- 
based devices are powerless for measuring the human hands.
Figure 1: Digital glove
2
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Natural interaction between humans does not involve devices since we are able to 
perceive our environment with eyes and ears. In principle, computers should be able to 
imitate those abilities with cameras and microphones. To overcome the weakness of 
using mechanical devices, in recent year, vision-based interaction techniques have been 
proposed that use a set of video cameras and computer vision techniques to recognize and 
interpret gestures [43]. The ease, convenience, and naturalness of this approach have 
attracted more and more attentions of researchers in the HCI community.
1.1.1 Vision-Based Hand Gesture Interface Architecture
In any typical vision-based hand gesture interface, the first stage is to choose a 
descriptive model for hand gestures. Hand features and hand gestures have to be selected 
properly in light of the requirement of particular applications. For instance, both the 
spatial and temporal characteristics of the hand and hand gestures may be considered in a 
mathematical model. As the foundation of hand recognition, the selection of models plays 














Figure 2: Architecture of vision-based hand gesture interface.
The chosen model is used in the analysis stage to obtain model parameters by extracting 
image features from image streams. The parameters are detailed measurements of hand
3
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pose and trajectory varying depending upon the chosen model. The hand localization and 
hand tracking are major issues in this stage.
Model parameters are then classified according to certain pattern recognition rules. The 
rules may contain some grammars that reflect the internal syntax of gesture commands 
and perhaps interact with other communication modes like speech, gaze or facial 
expressions. The accuracy, robustness, speed and variability in different group of hand 
movements are involved in the evaluation of a particular recognition approach. Figure 2 
shows the typical architecture of vision-based hand gesture applications.
1.1.2 State-of-Art
Gesture interface has become increasingly popular since the concept of virtual reality 
was proposed. As the device-based hand gesture applications have to use expensive 
special hardware, the visual hand gesture interface has evoked the studies for possible 
replacements of device-based interface in HCI. Hand gesture can simply enhance the 
interaction in desktop computer applications by replacing the mouse or joysticks. 
Furthermore, the improvement of computing power impulses the studies of bare hand 
interface. Also the growth of various applications in the virtual environments is 
propelling the development of hand gesture interface.
A variety of vision-based applications have been successfully developed to replace the 
expensive glove devices. Some applications used separate images to visually estimate 
hand postures, while other applications attempt to track human hands in image streams. 
In Bell Laboratory, Jakub Segen developed a system in which 2D hand gesture is used as 
a navigator for computer games. Soren Lenman, a Swedish researcher, proposed an 
algorithm to employ hand gestures in a TV remote controller. In University of Berlin, 
Christian Hardenberg developed a finger-mouse system that mimics normal mouse 
actions ([73], [97]).
In virtual assembling domain, researchers attempted to use hand gestures as manipulators 
of virtual objects (VOs). VOs can be computer-generated graphics, like simulated 2D and
4
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3D objects ([52], [126]) or windows [127], or abstractions of computer-controlled 
physical objects, such as device control panels ([39], [113]) or robotic arms ([21], [59], 
[125]). Often a combination of tracking and recognizing is involved in such applications 
to perform the manipulations of virtual objects. For example, to issue a command to 
rotate an object, a user may take two-step: “select object” and “rotate object”. The first 
action uses coarse hand tracking to move a pointer in the Virtual Environment (VE) to 
the vicinity of the object [53]. The second action allows the user to rotate his/her hand 
back and forth producing a metaphor for rotational manipulation.
However, those existing vision based hand gesture applications usually only work well 
under a set of assumptions [8]. Some applications only provide two degrees of freedom 
(DOF). Some applications require a training process for a new user. In human hand 
tracking systems, the results are often unsatisfied in real environment. Color-based 
approaches need unchangeable lighting while motion-based approaches usually require 
static and monochroic background. A brief summary of constraints involved in existing 
applications is shown in Table 1.
Applications Background Lighting Training Process Degree of Freedom
CD Player Control Panel Static+Monochroic Variable Required 2 DOF
2D game navigator [36] Static+Monochroic Unchanged Required 2 DOF
Finger-Mouse [107] Dynamic Unchanged Required 2 DOF
TV Display Control Static Unchanged Required 2 DOF
Fingertip Tracker Monochroic Variable Required 3 DOF
Table 1. Summary of constraints
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1.2 Contributions
Although vision-based gesture applications have demonstrated success in some 
applications, it is not difficult to find out constraints and restrictions. Ideally, vision- 
based gesture interfaces are able to work well under any real outdoor environments. In 
such case, dynamic changing background, varying lighting and any movement of user 
hands will be allowed. If so, humans will be unaware that counterpart is not a human, but 
a “smart” computer. However, it is regrettable that current vision-based gesture interface 
fails to render satisfactory solutions to achieve this goal. Most of the gesture-based 
systems at the present time only provide limited functionalities.
In this thesis, we first address a new gesture definition that facilitates HCI studies. Based 
on our new gesture definition, we then contribute a novel framework for visually tracking 
human hand in outdoor workspace. The core algorithm presented in our framework is a 
hybrid appearance-based model for hand localization and segmentation. In the algorithm, 
skin color cue and hand motion cue are combined to deal with complex background and 
varying lighting. A skin tone filter is incorporated into the algorithm to enhance the 
ability of removing noisy hand. Another feature of the algorithm is a self-adaptive online 
training schema which improves the accuracy of skin color recognition. Another 
contribution of this thesis is an accurate and robust stereo vision-based algorithm for 3D 
human hand position recovery.
1.3 Outline of Thesis
The bare-hand interface presented in this thesis consists of several key components 
involving various technologies in hand modeling, hand localization and hand gesture 
recognition. Therefore, to systematically describe the key components integrated in our 
bare-hand interface, we organized the thesis as follows. Chapter 2 first reviews the 
existing gesture definition and gesture categorization. Different solutions to the question
6
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“How to mathematically describe human hand” are also presented in this section. After 
address the argument of hand gesture definition, we propos a new definition of hand 
gesture that is particularly suitable for HCI researches. Chapter 3 analyzes different hand 
localization techniques. Hand localization and segmentation are the foundation for hand 
tracking and gesture recognition issues. We emphasize color and motion characteristics 
of hand gesture and summarize the drawbacks respectively. Then we introduce our 
appearance-based hand localization algorithm. Chapter 4 surveys various technologies for 
tracking dynamic hand gestures through image stream. To overcome the weakness of 
existing tracking technologies, a stereovision-based 3D hand trajectory reconstruction 
schema is contributed. In Chapter 5, we analyze various issues in gesture recognition 
domain, including gesture vocabulary, feature space reduction and hand dynamics 
recognition. Our novel gesture-based interface is demonstrated in Chapter 6, showing 
improvements of functionality and flexibility. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes by reiterating 
the contributions of this method and proposes future research directions.
7
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2. Hand Gesture Modeling
2.1 Hand Gesture Definition
Although gestures are used daily, there is no widely accepted authoritative definition 
because the definition involves various factors in psychology, sociology and linguistics. 
Outside HCI domain, definitions are particularly related to the communicational aspect of 
human hand and body movements. For example, Dictionary.com defines gesture as
“A motion o f the limbs or body made to express or help express thought or to 
emphasize speech; the act o f moving the limbs or body as an expression o f thought or 
emphasis. ”
However, inside HCI literature, researchers tend to narrow down this broad definition to 
facilitate studies in the specific domain. Hand tracking systems focus only on the hand 
palm, whereas computer controlled environments use human hands, even arms, to 
perform tasks that mimic both the natural use of the hand as a manipulator, and its use in 
communication. However, it is a fact that most of the studies in HCI framework are only 
concerned about the use of gestures as a communication method, usually called practical 
gestures.
Hand gestures and spoken language have similarities in communication. Gestures are 
conceptually formed in a gesturer’s mind, possibly in conjunction with speech. They are 
realized in a way of motions of arms and hands, while speech is produced in a similar 
way by air stream modulation through the human vocal tract. The observers perceive 
gestures as streams of visual images and interpret them based upon the knowledge and 
experience they possess about those gestures. Due to the similarities of gestures and
8
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spoken language, the models used in spoken language recognition can be employed to 








Figure 3: Production and perception of gestures.
From HCI viewpoint, the majority of gestures usually contain movement of hands and 
arms, and dynamic is therefore the key characteristic of gestures. Static postures are 
usually used only to describe the shape of objects or to convey a small set of meanings. 
When performing a gesture the gesturer moves his hands in 3D world, so the position of 
hands forms a trajectory in space.
Consequently, in this thesis, we use the definition of hand gestures as follows:
“A hand gesture is a trajectory in 3D geometric space within a time interval
The definition reveals two important characteristics of gestures: temporal nature and 
spatial nature. Therefore, further gesture analysis is closely based on this definition. 
Figure 4 is the visualization of two hand gestures based on our new gesture definition.
9
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Figure 4: Two gesture trajectories in 3D space.
2.2 Gesture Categorization
Different taxonomies have resulted in various categorizations in the literature. Gestures 
can occur with or without speech. Thus, with the consideration of psychological aspects 
of gestures, Kendon suggested two groups of gestures: “autonomous gestures” and 
“gesticulation”. The autonomous gestures occur independent of speech while the 
gesticulation occurs in association with speech. In 1994, Cadoz classified gestures into 
three types according to the functions of gestures:
• semiotic: those used to communicate meaningful information;
• ergotic: those used to manipulate the physical world and create artifacts;
• epistemic: those used to learn from the environment through tactile or haptic 
exploration.
McNeill and Levy provided a taxonomy that separates gestures into iconic, metaphoric, 
and beat. However, those categorizations seemed unsuitable for the usage of gesture
10
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within HCI framework. In this thesis, we employ a taxonomy addressed by Quek in ([94], 








Figure 5: Taxonomy of hand gestures
In the first layer, all hand and arm movements are classified into two major classes:
• gestures:;
• unintentional movements.
Unintentional movements are movements produced by gesturer without intention. They 
do not contain any meaningful information. Such gestures can occur when a person is 
talking with another through the phone.
In the second layer, gestures can be further classified into two groups as communicative 
and manipulative. Manipulative gestures are used to act on physical object in the real 
world, such as the rotation of a wheel and the stroke of a key in the keyboard. Like the 
unintentional movements, they do not convey much information. In comparison, 
communicative gestures are the ones used to express some meanings. In a human-human 
context, communicative gestures are often accompanied by speech to emphasize 
something.
11
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In the third layer, communicative gestures may be either acts or symbols. Acts are 
gestures that are directly related to the interpretation of the movement. One of the 
components of acts is mimetic when someone says: “The plane flew like this”, while 
moving his hand through the air like the flight path of an aircraft. Another component of 
acts is deictic which is used to point in a direction. Symbols are those gestures that play a 
linguistic role. Some abstracted simple actions (a motion of the index finger making a 
circle) could be considered as symbols [96]. It is symbols that are the most commonly 
used gestures in HCI domain since they have a rich set of meanings and can be easily 
represented by different static hand postures.
2.3 3D-based Gesture Modeling
Gestures are performed through hand and arm movements and actions in 3D space. In 
addition, humans interpret gestures according to the observation of the hand/arm 
movements. Gesture modeling deals with how to describe the hand. Numerous 
approaches have been proposed in HCI literature for hand modeling. These approaches 
can be categorized into two groups: appearance-based modeling and 3D-based modeling. 
Figure 6 shows the different ways of hand modeling.
(a) (b) (c) <d) (e)
Figure 6. Different hand models representing the same hand posture. (From left: 3D 
Textured volumetric model; 3D Wireframe volumetric model; 3D Skeletal model; 2D 
Binary silhouette; 2D Contour.)
12
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In 3D-based models, hand gestures are first considered as physical objects. The surface 




Volumetric models deal with the 3D visual appearance of the human hand and arms. 
These kinds of models are commonly applied in the computer animation applications, 
and their possible usage in the field of computer vision has also been explored [32]. In 
the field of computer vision the volume of the human hand, arms or body are modeled for 
analysis-by-synthesis tracking and recognizing of the body’s posture [66]. The analysis- 
by-synthesis approach is to analyze the body’s posture by synthesizing the 3D model of 
the candidate human body and then varying its parameters until the model and the real 
human body appear visually same. To reduce the complexity of parameters in volumetric 
models, skeletal models were introduced. These models use joint angles with segment 
lengths as the parameters for modeling the hand and arm ([3], [6], [41], [58], [78], [99], 
[128]). However, even with the assistance of skeletal models, the complexity of 3D-based 
models is still too high for real-time computation.
2.4 Appearance-based Gesture Modeling
Appearance-based modeling, as the name suggests, is to model the hand gesture using the 
features directly obtained from visual images. This group of models is relatively simple 
since it deals with the appearance of hands and arms in the visual images. The model 
parameters are derived from the 2D images from camera or other input devices.
In this model, the gestures are modeled by comparing the appearance of target gesture to 
the appearance of the set of predefined template gestures. So far, most of models 
addressed in the HCI literature belong to appearance-based model because these models 
are easy to collect and compute [72]. For example, contour model and silhouette model 
rely upon deformable 2D template matching of human hands, arms, or even body ([12], 
[26], [56], [71], [75]). Deformable 2D templates are a set of points on the surface of an
13
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object. The templates comprise the average point sets and point variability parameters. 
Average point sets are used to describe the general shape within a certain group of 
shapes. Point variability parameters represent the allowed shape deformation (variation) 
within that same group of shapes. For instance, the human hand in open position has one 
shape on the average, and all other instances of any open posture of the human hand can 
be formed by slightly modifying the average shape ([23], [48]). Parameters are obtained 
through statistical methods applied on a great number of training sets of data. Template- 
based models are typically used for hand-tracking task [57]. They can also be applied for 
simple gesture classification according to the multitude of classes of templates [20].
The selection of gesture model plays important role in gesture-based systems. The 
performance of such systems depends largely upon the computation complexity of the 
model. Thus, the selection of hand modeling is somehow application-oriented. For 
instance, in TV controller system, contour and silhouette models are usually sufficient. In 
virtual assembling area, where robot guidance is usually achieved by human point 
gesture, fingertip is the best choice ([2], [31]). On the other hand, when the requirements 
of certain applications need to recognize sophisticated hand gestures, saying American 
Sign Language (ASL), 3D hand models are desirable ([11], [30], [69]).
14
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3. Gesture Analysis for Hand Localization
Without assistance of mechanic devices, all information about gestures reside in visual 
images or image sequences. Once the model of hand gesture is determined, all model 
parameters have to be extracted and estimated from images or image streams of hand 
gesture. However, raw images that are obtained from cameras are not directly usable for 
gesture analysis because they usually contain background and noise. Therefore, hand 
localization is the premier task in gesture analysis. In the process of gesture localization, 
the image region of the person and his gestures are separated from the rest of the visual 
image [114]. Nevertheless, unlike human beings, computers are not “smart” enough to 
easily segment hand gesture from raw images. Consequently, various efforts have been 
made to solve this non-trivial problem. Two major groups of localization techniques are 
discussed in the following subsection on color-based techniques and motion-based 
techniques.
3.1 Color-based Gesture Analysis
Color has been considered as a low-level yet an efficient visual feature for hand 
localization process because it is easy to detect and extract from raw color images. In 
earlier vision-based gesture interfaces, distinguishable color patches are attached to the 
user hands as markers ([22], [76]). These active markers yield a high contrast in the 
images, and therefore can be detected quickly. However, these solutions bring more 
inconvenience to the users, and changes of marker color may require new detection 
algorithm. In the natural environment, human can focus on hands without any artificial 
markers since human can identify the skin color of the hand effortlessly. Theoretically, 
computer is able to distinguish skin color as human do. Based on the studies of human 
abilities, color histogram technique is applied in skin detection algorithms ([49], [65], 
[80], [88]).
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3.1.1 Skin Color Histogram
A color histogram is a distribution of colors in the color space and has long been used by 
the computer vision community in image understanding. For example, analysis of color 
histograms has been a key tool in applying physics-based models to computer vision 
([15], [42]). In the mid-1980s, it was recognized that the color histogram for a single 
inhomogeneous surface with highlights would have a planar distribution in color space. It 
has since been shown that the colors do not fall randomly in a plane, but form clusters at 
specific points. It is wildly believed that the histograms of human skin color coincide 
with these observations. Figure 7 shows the color distribution of these skin samples in 
the chromatic color space. Three views of the same skin histogram are shown in Figure
8.
Figure 7: Skin color distribution in RGB color space
Figure 8: Different views of skin color histogram
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3.1.2 Color Space
The studies of skin color histogram suggest that statistical models can be applied in skin 
detection process [129]. A majority of statistical models is based on classification theory. 
Due to the fact that the performance of skin detection algorithms is depending upon the 
separability of color space, it is necessary to systemically analyze different color spaces. 
Color spaces can be mathematically represented by three-dimensional coordinate 
systems. In different color spaces, the origins and three axes present different meanings. 
The color spaces frequently used in skin detection process include: RGB, HSV and YIQ. 
RGB (Red, Green, Blue) color space is widely used in computer display.
In RGB color space, we use three axes that are perpendicular to one another to represent 
red, green and blue respectively. HSV color space contains three components: Hue, 
Saturation and Value. Conceptually, the HSV color space is a trigonal cone [17]. Viewed 
from the circular side of the cone, the hues are represented by the angle of each color in 
the cone relative to the 0 line. The saturation is represented as the distance from the 
center of the circle. The brightness is determined by the colors vertical position in the 
cone. YIQ color space is based on luminance and chrominance. Here, Y is the luminance 
or brightness component. It gives all the information required by a monochrome 
television. I and Q are the chrominance or color components. YIQ color space has an 
important property. Y, the luminance information and I and Q, the color information are 
decoupled. Figure 9 shows the different coordinate systems.
RGR H SV Y IO
Figure 9: RGB color cube, HSV color cone and YIQ color space.
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3.1.3 Color space reduction and transformation
One of the primary problems in skin detection is color constancy. The apparent color of 
human skin will be dramatically changed by the varying light brightness. All color spaces 
discussed above not only contain chromatic information but also include brightness value 
which definitely decrease the accuracy of skin detection algorithms. Due to the fact that 
varying illumination presents additional challenges to the task of skin detection, it is 
necessary to remove the illumination component of the color space to achieve 
illumination invariance [146]. Furthermore, “Curse o f Dimensionality” in classification 
theory indicates adding more features may worsen the results if number of training data is 
not infinite. Consequently, color space reduction is an important pre-process in skin 
detection. According to the color space definitions, it is obvious that HSV and YIQ color 
spaces are easier for dropping brightness component than RGB color space. Thus, most 
of skin detection algorithms are based on HSV or YIQ color spaces. However, in vision- 
based gesture interface, the raw images of hand provided by cameras are usually in RGB 
format. To solve this problem, a color space transformation is required. Besides, color 
space transformation can improve classification process by increasing the separability 
between skin and non-skin classes and grouping the colors of different skin tones 
together.
3.1.4 Limitations
It is true that color is a powerful fundamental clue that can be used in the hand 
localization process because the color image segmentation is computationally fast and 
relatively robust for the changes in illumination, in scale and in rotation to shaded or 
complex background. However, problems of color-based localization may rise if the 
background or lighting conditions contain similar colors to human skin. In such cases, the 
color-based techniques are either unable to detected skin regions or falsely detect non­
skin textures. The problem can be somewhat alleviated by sizing the regions of images to 
a certain size (scale filtering) [63] or restricting certain spatial position (positional 
filtering) ([4], [93], [117]). An alternative solution to the problem is the use of restrictive
18
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backgrounds and clothing, such as uniform black background and long dark sleeves 
[104]. Finally, many of the gesture recognition applications rely on the use of uniquely 
colored gloves or markers on hands/fingers. The use of background restriction or colored 
gloves makes it easy to localize the hand efficiently and applicable in real-time, but 
imposes the extra restriction on the user and the interface setup. On the other side, the 
color-based localization methods without these restrictions are computationally intensive 
thus unable to implement in real-time.
3.2 Motion-based Gesture Analysis
Studies on human perception show that the visual system uses changes in luminosity in 
many cases to set the focus of attention. A change of brightness in one part of the visual 
field, such as flashing light, attracts our attention. Inspired by this principle, researchers 
have developed various motion-based techniques to assist in localizing human hands in 
images ([9], [10], [28], [33], [61]). Motion-based techniques work well when some 
assumptions about gesturer hold. For example, in the HCI context, it is usually believed 
that in most cases only one person gesticulates at any given time. Moreover, the body of 
the gesturer and the background are usually stationary. Consequently, the most active 
motion in the visual image is usually the motion of the arm/hand of the gesturer and can 
thus be used to localize her/him.
3.2.1 Image Differencing
Image differencing is a simple yet efficient method to monitor changes in image streams. 
The idea behind image differencing is to measure changes in and between consecutive 
images or between the current image and the background ([46], [102]). It tries to segment 
a moving foreground from a static background by comparing the gray-vales of successive 
frames in a pixel-by-pixel fashion. For example, two consecutive images /,_j and I, are
taken from hand image sequence, where the camera position is fixed. Then image / M is
subtracted from /, and the resultant image contains only information about the
differences between those two frames. Usually the image refers to the background
19
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image (or referencing image) where no hand is presented. Since a fixed background is 
assumed, the only differences between frames should be hand that has moved. Figure 10 
shows the process of image differencing.
Current Image I, Background Image It_x Segmented Hand
Figure 10: Image differencing process
3.2.2 Background Image Generation
Image differencing methods are widely used due to their simplicity. However, 
background subtraction methods are highly susceptible to noise and require that no 
change, including lighting changes, occur in background image ([62], [138]). Lighting 
conditions are paramount in this type of segmentation. Especially, outdoor scenes with 
lighting from the sun suffer dramatic lighting changes if the sun rays are blocked 
momentarily by a cloud. Consequentially luminosity will be changed in a scene, causing 
any simple background subtraction process to fail.
A method of overcoming this drawback is the lighting invariant background described by 
Wren and is often referred to in the literature as Pfinder ([84], [135]). It is possible to 
model the scene as a static background and dynamic foreground by building a 
background model of the variations of intensity such that each pixel has a Gaussian 
distribution. The foreground is modeled as a number of blobs each sharing statistically 
similar color and spatial properties. Statistical texture properties of the background 
observed over an extended period of time are used to construct a model. This model is 
used to decide which pixels in an input image fall into the background class [16].
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Another solution for dealing with changes in illumination is to update reference image 
with newly arriving image using the following formula (1):
Vx,Vy Rl(x,y) = ^ — - .Rt_t(x,y) + -^-.I(x,y) (1)
N  N
Where, R stands for the reference image and I for the newly arrived frame. The formula 
calculates a running average over all frames, with a weighting that decreases 
exponentially over time. With this adaptive background generator, the elimination of 
lighting changes will be maximized.
3.3 A Hybrid Model for Hand Localization
The localization process finds the locations of the interesting objects. Based on the 
discussions above, it is clear that neither color-based techniques nor motion-based 
algorithms offer robust performance respectively. For example, in case of a complex 
background, color cue may fail, but localization could be performed using the cue of 
motion [139]. On the contrary, in real environments where motion cue is nearly 
impossible to be used due to the dynamically changed lighting, color cue is usually the 
better choice [141]. Therefore, we contribute a hybrid model which integrates all these 
cues in order to put no restrictions on the user and the environments. In such scenario, 
most of the defects of both methods can be alleviated, if not completely be overcome. 
The hybrid appearance-based model consists of two algorithms for skin color detection 
and hand motion detection which will be described in Chapter 6.
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4. 3D Hand Position Tracking
3D hand tracking has great potential as a tool for better human-computer interaction 
([54], [142]). According to the definition of hand gesture, every hand gesture is 
performed by hand and arm movements in 3D space. Therefore, a stream of images is 
needed to represent the whole hand gesture. Each frame in the stream is a static image in 
which a hand appears. Hand tracking is to find corresponding hand in consecutive 
frames. Although rigid object tracking has been well studied, tracking hands, in particular 
finger motion, is a challenging problem because the motion exhibits many degrees of 
freedom and few features which are used in rigid object tracking can be applied ([44], 
[83], [119]). Estimation of hand position in only an image (or video sequence) of a hand 
is rather difficult. Other obstacles that have limited the use of hand trackers in real 
applications are the handling of self-occlusion (very common in hand motion) ([77], 
[100]), tracking in cluttered backgrounds, and automatic tracker initialization. Note that 
3D tracking is different from gesture recognition, where there is a limited set of hand 
poses to recognize.
4.1 Feature Selection and Detection
Hand gesture features are the source used to estimate hand position. It will largely 
influence the performance of hand tracking. A widely used feature in gesture analysis is 
the fingertip. Both 3D-based models and appearance-based models can employ fingertip 
localization technique to obtain parameters. Other features used to estimate the 
parameters include hand/arm silhouettes and contours ([27], [140]). The computational 
complexity of the detection for those features is relatively low because most of the work 
is completed in the gesturer localization stage.
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4.1.1 Fingertips
Fingertip is one of common features used in gesture-based interface. Various techniques 
exist to detect fingertip locations. A simple and effective solution to the fingertip 
detection problem is to use marked gloves or color markers to designate the targeted 
fingertips (Figure 11) [79]. Color histogram techniques can greatly help to extract the 
information of fingertip location. A different method to detect fingertips is using pattern- 
matching techniques in which templates can be images of fingertips or fingers or generic 
3D cylindrical models. The pattern matching techniques can be improved by combining 
with other image features including contours ([35], [86]). Some fingertip extraction 
algorithms rely on the characteristic properties of fingertips in the image. For instance, 
curvature of a fingertip outline follows a characteristic pattern (low-high-low), which can 
be cues for feature detection ([40], [81], [89]). However, very often one or more fingers 
are occluded by the palm or other fingers from a certain viewpoint and direction. Using 
multiple cameras will solve this occlusion problem. Other solutions use the knowledge of 
the 3D model of the gesture to estimate the occluded fingertip positions.
Figure 11: Marked fingertips in images 
4.1.2 Silhouettes and Contours
Hand/arm silhouettes are the simplest, yet most frequently used features since silhouettes 
are easy to extract from local hand and arm images in a simple uniform background. 
While in the case of complex backgrounds, color histogram may be needed. Examples of
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the use of silhouettes as features are found in both 3D-based models techniques as well as 
in the appearance-based algorithms [91]. Contours are also commonly used features. 
Some contours are produced from simple hand-arm silhouettes, while the others are 
extracted from color or gray-level images. For example, in 3D-based models analyses, 
contours can be used to select finger and arm link candidates through the clustering of the 
sets of parallel edges. Figure 12 shows the silhouette and contour of human hand.
4.1.3 3D-based Feature Estimation
The hand gestures in 3D-based model can be represented by two types of parameters: 
joint angles and dimensions of palm and finger [101]. To perform the estimation task, a 
recursive process is involved which requires initial values and an update schema. First the 
initial values of parameters have to be given. These values of finger lengths and palm 
dimensions often come from assumption based on training data. The initial values of joint 
angles are obtained via a complex and cumbersome process, which involves inverse 
kinematics algorithms. The 3D hand can be considered as a linked structure, in which the 
palm is the base and the fingertip is the end. Given a 3D position of finger, the inverse 
kinematics algorithms determine the joint angles for each joint. This process is 
computationally expensive and may result in multi solutions.
Figure 12: Hand features: silhouette and contour
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To speed up computation, some constraints are imposed on the parameter values. One 
approach is to use interpolation of the discrete forward kinematics mappings to 
approximate the inverse kinematics [3]. Given a table of the discrete values of the joint 
angles and the fingertip positions the approach can estimate the values of the joint angles 
for other fingertip positions which are not in table. Once the parameters of hand are 
initially estimated, the parameter estimates can be updated using some kind of 
prediction/smoothing scheme. A simple scheme reported in [56] can be employed. In this 
scheme, a simple silhouette matching between the 3D hand model and the real hand 
image was used to obtain satisfactory parameter estimation and update.
There are three major drawbacks associated with the mentioned 3D-based hand model 
parameter estimation approach. One has to deal with the computational complexity of 
any task involving the inverse kinematics. Another more serious problem is due to 
occlusions of the fingertips used as the model features. An obvious but expensive 
solution is to use multiple cameras. The third drawback roots in the employed assumption 
that the linear dimensions of the hand are known, which is essential in the inverse 
kinematics problems. Thus, any change in scale of the hand images always results in 
inaccurate estimates of the hand joint angles.
4.2 Projective Geometry
Projective geometry is the essential mathematical basis for computer vision. It explains 
how the points in 3D scene are projected onto image plane (see Figure 13). The center of 
projection is at the origin O of the 3D reference frame of the space. The image plane n
is parallel to the (i , j )  plane and displaced a distance f  (focal length) along the k axis
from the origin. The 3D point P projects to the image point p. The orthogonal projection
of O onto n  is the principal point o, and the )c axis which corresponds to this projection 
line is the optical axis.
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Figure 13: Projective geometry
4.2.1 3D Reconstruction of Single Point
With the knowledge of projective geometry, we can find that it is impossible to recover 
the depth of a point in 3D scene from a single image. For example, in Figure 14, both 
point P and Q are projected to px on first image. Therefore, second image is definitely 
needed to identify the original point. In general, the projection of a 3D point 
P = (X ,Y ,Z , 1) onto the pixel p  = (x,y, 1) is given by:
mll mn ml3 ™\4'
f x \
Y
y —  X ml\ m22 m23 m24 z
l
\  y ^ 31
m32 m33 m34'
1V J
Where A is a nonzero scaling factor.
Let px and p 2 be the projection of a 3D space point P on the left and right images 
respectively. The projection yields 4 equations:
f  _ mxxX  + mllY-\- ml3Z + Wj4  ̂
+ m32Y + m33Z + m34 
m2XX  + m22Y + m23Z + m24
xi=-
m3lX  + m y j  + m33Z + m34 
_ ^ X  + i\ 2Y + n,3Z + r\4
n3lX  +  n32Y  +  n33Z  + n34
y2
n,,X + n22Y + n„Z + n._ 21** '23 *24
n31X  + n32Y + n33Z  + n34
(3)
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Where my and ny are known as camera projection matrix. When the coordinates of points 
p l and p2 are measured and camera matrix are estimated by calibration process, the 3D 
coordinates (X,Y,Z) can be obtained by solving 4 linear equations.
2nd Image1st Image
Figure 14: Stereo vision geometry
4.2.2 Camera Calibration
The calibration process is necessary to estimate the value of camera projection matrix. In 
particular, the projection matrix is composed of two types of calibration parameters: 
internal and external. The external parameters are those that specify the pose and 
orientation of the camera in the world coordinate frame. They consist of 6 parameters: 
three angles for the scene-camera rotation and a translation vector that expresses the
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origin of the scene coordinate system in the camera coordinate system. The internal 
calibration parameters are related to optical properties of the cameras. They consist of 
several parameters: two scale factors along the X-axis and the Y-axis and, the image 
coordinates of the center of the image. Recently, some researchers have taken geometry 
constraints into consideration and exploited the potentials of using un-calibrated cameras 
to recover the 3D scene. However, those approaches heavily rely on the result of edge 
and comer detection which is difficult in non-rigid object tracking. Additionally, a long 
stream of images (at least 200 frames) is often required ([132], [137]).
4.3 Hand Trajectory Reconstruction
In 3D hand tracking process, the central task is to recover hand trajectory in 3D space. 
Current research into tracking has somewhat diverged into two camps: informally these 
can be distinguished as low-level [82] and high-level [51]. Low-level approaches include 
"blob trackers" and systems which track sets of point features. Blob trackers perform 
low-level processing. For example color segmentation, usually applied on low-resolution 
images, are fast and robust but convey little information other than object centroid. Rigid 
object deformations can be tracked by matching point correspondence ffame-to-frame, 
but this relies on a rich set of point features on the object of interest, and segmenting the 
sets of points into coherent objects is challenging.
An alternative is to use higher-level information, either by modeling objects with specific 
gray-level templates which may be allowed to deform, or with more abstract templates 
such as curved outlines [134], By including high-level motion models, these trackers can 
follow complex deformations in high-dimensional spaces, but there tends to be a trade­
off between speed and robustness. Kalman-filter based contour trackers which run in real 
time are very susceptible to distraction by clutter, and correlation-based systems are 
vulnerable to changes in object appearance and lighting [45], and rapidly slow down as 
the space of deformations increases in complexity.
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Contour trackers have been constructed. They achieve highly robust to clutter by 
sacrificing real-time performance. The high-level approaches also tend to be economical 
on processing time by searching only those regions of the image where the object is 
predicted to be [135]. This diminishes robustness, and also precludes natural extensions 
of the trackers to perform initialization when the object could be anywhere in the space. 
The difficulty of initialization is compounded when the dimension of the tracking space 
increases, since it rapidly becomes impractical to perform an exhaustive search for the 
object.
In this thesis, we present a framework to bridge the gap between low-level and high-level 
tracking approaches. We focus on fingertip as the interesting points of hand and combine 
low-level and high-level tracking approaches to render the 3D trajectory of the hand. Let 
vector Vt = (X , Y ,Z ,t )T to be the 3D coordinate of fingertip at moment t. By tracking 
the fingertip frame by frame, we reconstruct the hand trajectory matrix M as follows:
M  =  ( v 0 , v l , v 2 ,  v t_l t v t )  (3)
Once the trajectory matrix M is acquired, the gesture classification then can be applied in 
gesture recognition phase. We discuss gesture recognition in the next chapter.
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5. Gesture Recognition
Hand and arm gestures have received substantial attention among researchers who are 
working on performance improvement of HCI applications. Hand gesture recognition is a 
process in which the gestures performed by users are recognized and interpreted by 
computer. The vast majority of automatic recognition systems are for deictic gestures 
(pointing), emblematic gestures (isolated signs) and sign languages (with a limited 
vocabulary and syntax). Some are components of bimodal systems, integrated with 
speech recognition. Some produce precise hand and arm configuration while others only 
coarse motion. The existing applications of gesture recognition are mainly designed for 
communicative purpose. In such domain, Sign Language recognition is the long-term 
goal. Another group of recognition applications are for manipulative purpose. For 
example, in virtual assembling environment, gestures are used to issue commands to 
control robots without any physical contact between human and the computer.
5.1 Gesture Vocabulary
It is common that people do not understand or misunderstand other’s hand gestures 
especially when the gesturers are from different regions. The ambiguity of gesture 
stemming from different cultures and custom is the major challenge in gesture 
recognition applications. Therefore, it is necessary to predefine gesture vocabulary for 
minimizing the ambiguity. In fact, gesture vocabulary is playing a pivotal role in those 
applications which aim at recognition of formal signed language.
Understanding a formal signed language, such as the American Sign Language (ASL), is 
naturally one of the driving tasks for gesture recognition systems. Such systems could 
play an important role in communication with people with a communication-impairment 
like deafness. A mechanism which could automatically translate ASL hand gestures into
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speech signals would undoubtedly have a positive impact on such individuals. ASL is the 
native language of the American deaf community and each gesture consists of a specific 
hand-shape and a specific hand-motion.
However, it is true that the recognition of full, dynamic gestures representing words and 
concepts as they do in the ASL is undoubtedly the most difficult problem in such area. 
There has not been any system with these capabilities reported in the literature because 
ASL contains thousands of formal gestures. Figure 15 shows first half alphabets in ASL. 
A practical solution to this problem is to reduce the vocabulary. Some applications 
implemented the recognition task based on a subset of full vocabulary (Table 2).
Figure 15: Gestures standing for letter ‘A’-‘L’ in ASL.
Applications Gesture Vocabulary Recognition Rate
Tele-Assistance 6 87%
Robot Control 10 80%
Augmented Reality 15 78%
Writing Sign Language Recognition [25] 40 51%
Table 2: Gesture vocabulary in recognition applications
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5.2 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a useful statistical technique for finding patterns 
in data of high dimensions. The objectives of PCA are to discover and reduce the 
dimensionality of the data set as well as to identify new meaningful underlying variables 
[116]. During the definition process of the gesture vocabulary, PCA on a large number of 
training data is usually involved to extract most distinguishable components of 
mathematical representation of each gesture for later classification step. Moreover, PCA 
allows us to represent images as points in a low-dimensional space.
For instance, if each image is composed of 32x32 pixels whose values vary from 0 to 
255, then each image defines a point in a 1024-dimensional space. If a sequence of 
images representing a gesture is obtained, then this sequence will generate a sequence of 
points in space. However, this set of points will usually lie on a low-dimensional sub­
space within the global 1024-dimensional space. The PCA algorithm allows us to find a 
sub-space, which usually consists of up to three dimensions. This enables the 
visualization of the sequence of points representing the gesture (Figure 16). PCA also 















Figure 16: Visualization of a gesture.
5.3 Hand Posture Recognition
Hand postures express certain concepts through hand configurations which are 
represented by model parameters. The task of hand posture recognition is closely related 
to the choice of parameters. Optimization of the model parameters usually takes place
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first before the classification. It is necessary due to the fact that some parameters selected 
in the gesture modeling stage may be improper for recognition. To recognize static 
gesture, parameter clustering techniques are usually performed. One of such techniques is 
vector quantization, which separate high dimensional space into lower dimensional space 
by hyper-planes, based on training examples. If the parameters are chosen particularly to 
ease the recognition, as in ([24], [122]), the separation of gestures could be done easily.
However, if the parameters are designed without the consideration of recognition, the 
classification of such gestures may be difficult or even impossible. For example, with 
contour descriptors, a few hand gestures will be confusing in the recognition process. 
Hence, contours are often used for hand or arm tracking instead of recognizing ([29], 
[85]). Another type of parameter, geometric moment parameters, encounters the same 
problem. This type of parameters is sensitive to rotation. So a slight change in rotation of 
the same hand posture can lead to false recognition.
Another approach is to introduce different parameters, say, Zemike moments [105] or 
orientation histograms [37], [38] or other invariants in projection of 3D to 2D [131], 
which are not only helpful for modeling the gestures but also insensitive to rotation. 
Alternatively, the use of nonlinear classifier, such neural network classifier in ([64], 
[130]) will improve the accuracy of recognition. In 2000, an approach [115] is proposed 
in which hand posture estimation is completed by combining 2D appearance-based and 
3D model-based approaches.
5.4 Gesture Motion Recognition
Different from static gestures, dynamic gesture involve both the temporal and the spatial 
properties ([18], [50], [74]). Because of the temporal nature of gesture motion, the major 
requirement of any recognition algorithm is time instance invariant and time scale 
invariant. For example, a clapping gesture should be recognized correctly no matter how 
long the interval is between two claps [136]. As the similarities of spoken language and 
gesture, an approach that has solved the problem in speech recognition has been
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successfully migrated to gesture recognition context. It is called automatic speech 
recognition (ASR).
In speech recognition field, a difficulty is to recognize the spoken words independent of 
their duration and variation in pronunciation. A technique, named Hidden Markov 
Models (HMM) ([98], [106], [123]), has made such recognition possible. Naturally, the 
HMM has been employed in gesture motion recognition. HMM is a doubly stochastic 
process dealing with hidden and observable states. The hidden states “drive” the model 
dynamics—at each time instance the model is in one of its hidden states. Transitions 
between the hidden states are controlled by probabilistic rules. The observable states 
produce outcomes during hidden state transitions or while the model is in one of its 
hidden states. Such outcomes are measurable by an outside observer. The outcomes are 
governed by probabilistic rules.
Another approach for gesture recognition is motion energy [118]. It is based on temporal 
templates which accumulate the motion history of a sequence of visual images into a 
single 2D image. The recognition task then can be performed by using any of the 2D 
image clustering algorithms.
5.5 Computational Complexity
The computational complexity of a recognition approach is critical in HCI applications. 
The cost came from model complexity and recognition expense. There is a conflict 
between model complexity and gesture recognition. The more complex the model is, the 
wider class of gestures can be recognized; consequently, the computational complexity of 
recognition increases. Most of the 3D model-based gesture models have more than 10 
parameters. The successive approximation procedures of their parameter calculation are 
Computationally expensive. Real applications based on such models rarely show close to 
real-time performance. For instance, the performance ranges from 45 minutes per single 
frame in [125] to 10 frames per second in [97]. With respect to the consideration of time 
performance, the appearance-based models are usually used for their lower cost in 
computation.
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6. Our Vision-based Gesture Interface
We design a vision-based gesture interface with a new hybrid hand localization model 
that combines hand localization mechanism with robust 3D hand trajectory. In this 
chapter, our project is systematically described and our algorithms will be discussed in 
detail. Our contributions in this paper are also underlined.
6.1 Problem Domain
With the massive computerization in society, human-computer interaction has become an 
increasingly important part of our daily life. Furthermore, rapid developments of novel 
technologies, including virtual reality, augmented reality, robotics and virtual assembly, 
are fuelling in research toward novel devices and techniques that will support faster and 
easier HCI.
Virtual Assembly (VA) is a Virtual Reality (VR)-based engineering application that 
allows engineers to plan, evaluate, and verify the assembly of mechanical systems. The 
goal of virtual assembly systems is to produce optimized assembly sequence that is ready 
to direct robotic manipulators implementing assembly tasks and putting together 
machinery parts into products ([121], []). Recently, VA is gradually being accepted as a 
tool for digital prototyping in manufacturing industries, because it offers many 
advantages: rapid design/test cycles, low prototyping costs, efficient learning, convenient 
platform for simultaneous and even distributed engineering teams.
Virtual assembly, however, is one of the most challenging applications of virtual reality. 
This is mostly due to the very high interactivity: it is not only the high amount of 
functionality needed, but also because some of the interaction must be as natural as 
possible. After all, it is the interaction itself that is to be simulated, especially the type of
35
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interaction that mostly involves human hands. This is in contrast to other VR applications 
like styling review, design review, or lighting simulation where the amount of immersive 
functionality is much less than virtual assembly.
For example, in virtual assembly, robots need to perceive dynamically change of real 
world in order to find paths automatically ([5], [145]). In addition, computer-controlled 
mechanic arms need to learn the process of assembling products. In both cases, 
traditional input interface such as the keyboard-mouse combination is no longer adequate. 
Since gestural language has always been an important aspect of human interaction, the 
development of a hand gesture system is highly advantageous for improvements of 
virtual assembling.
In many earlier hand gesture systems, hand tracking and gesture recognition are achieved 
with the assistance of specialized devices (e.g., data glove, markers, etc.) [144]. Although 
they provide accurate tracking and shape information, they are too cumbersome for use 
over extended periods. Meanwhile, the wires connected with devices often limit the 
distance of movement and inhibit freedom of orientation. Vision-based gesture interface 
seems to be a more suitable alternative that recognizes hand gestures with computer 
vision techniques. A typical virtual assembly workspace is shown in Figure 17.
Figure 17: Virtual parts are being controlled by a virtual hand.
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However, existing hand gesture recognition applications usually only work well under a 
set of assumptions as addressed in previous chapters. Some applications only provide 2 
degrees of freedom (DOF). Some applications require a training process for new users 
[124]. In human hand tracking systems, the results are often unsatisfied in real 
environment. Color-based approaches need unchangeable lighting while motion-based 
approaches usually require static and monochroic background. It is becoming obvious 
that new localization algorithms and robust 3D hand trajectory methods are desirable. 
This is the motivation of developing novel vision-based hand gesture interface.
6.2 System Overview
6.2.1 System Requirements
It is nearly impossible to develop an “all-in-one” gesture-based interface which is 
applicable in any environment. We design a vision-based gesture interface whose 
requirements are closely associated with virtual assembly demands. In virtual 
manufacturing workspace, robots or mechanic arms will learn the assembling sequence 
through gesture-based interface. Human operators also will indicate the physical 
constraints by the interaction with machine. Having surveyed various existing VA 
applications in the literature, we found excess constraints imposed on the users and 
environments extremely hinder the advance of VA. Consequently, we stress system 
requirements as follows:
• Users can interact with system with bare hands. It is a device-independent system.
• System can tolerate complex & dynamic background, varying lighting.
• No training process is needed for new users.
• System can recognize a set of predetermined hand gestures.
• System can dynamically track user fingertip positions in 3D space.
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6.2.2 System Architecture
Our interface design is tightly based on the system requirements, which aim at 
underscoring our contributions. As the 3D hand trajectories have to be rendered, we use 
two cameras (camera A and B in Figure 18) to look at user bare hands. Each camera 
provides a stream of images where the user hand is focused. As the projective geometry 
suggests, a camera calibration pre-process is involved. In the initialization stage, a user 
register function is called to obtain the skin tone pattern of user for later color-based 
analysis. Meanwhile, background information will be stored for motion-based analysis.
Figure 18: Two fixed cameras are placed in front of users.
In hand modeling stage, we choose contour as the descriptor of hand mainly for two 
reasons. First, hand contour is easy to detect and segment. Second, it supports fast 
computation in our fingertip detection algorithm. Once the raw image sequence is 
acquired, our localization/segmentation process is invoked. This process will search the 
image and find the region where the user hand resides. A skin detector and a motion 
detector are combined to quickly localize the hand. In the fingertip detection component, 
K-curvature algorithm is used to identify the portion of fingertip. After fingertip is 
focused correctly, either tracking process is called to monitor the hand position and yield
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3D hand trajectory, or a gesture recognition function is launched to issue commands. 










Figure 19: Gesture-based interface architecture.
6.3 Skin Detection Algorithm
Detection of skin in images is an important component of our system for detecting, 
recognizing, and tracking user hands. The skin detection method used in this thesis is 
color-histogram based approach that is intended to work with a wide variety of 
individuals, lighting conditions, and skin tones. As pixel classification performance is
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mainly determined by different color spaces, a comparative evaluation of different color 
spaces is necessary.
6.3.1 Color Space Selection
Individual color spaces used in skin detection methods include HSV, a variant of Hue and 
Saturation, Normalized RGB, simple RGB, YIQ, and transformations from CIE XYZ, 
including Farnsworth and CIE L*a*b* [147]. We developed an experiment to decide 
which color space is yielding satisfactory result of pixel classification among simple 
RGB, HSV and YIQ color spaces. We used 48 images to train the classifier and 64 other 
images for testing. The images were downloaded from a variety of sources, including 
frames from movies and television, professional publicity photos and amateur 
photographs. The images were selected so as to include a wide range of skin tones, 
environments, cameras, and lighting conditions. Some of the images depicted multiple 
individuals and the quality of the images varied. The experimental result is shown in 












Figure 20: Different color spaces comparison.
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The transformation formula used in our system from RGB to HSV is given as follows:
f Hx i f M < G
if  2? >  C? W
w h e r e
-1 I  -  G)  +  ( f l  -  g ) ]H i  — oos"
\ / { R  -  G ) + ( M -  B)(,G -  M)
„  __ mtar-Qlt G , B )  — min-jlZ, <S9 M) ?
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6.3.2 Bayesian Classifier
Our skin detection algorithm is based on pixel classification method which classifies each 
pixel in the raw image either into skin class or non-skin class. The theoretical basis of this 
method is Bayesian decision rule. In general, the classifier refers to discriminant function. 
In a c-class case, discriminant functions, denoted byg,(£), where i=l,2,...,c, are used to
partition the feature space Rd as follows:
Assign to class wm if gm($c) > g,( Jc) Vz = 1,2,...c and i± m .
In Bayesian theory, the discriminant function is the form of
P ( C  , \ x  ) = P ( X 1 C ' ) P- ( C ' ) (3)
P ( x  )
where P(Ci \ x) is the posteriori probability, P(C, ) is the priori class probability, and 
p ix  | C(.) is the probability distribution.
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In our skin detection case, we have two classes: skin class C, and non-skin class C2. 
P(Ci | x) is the probability of observing a pixel belonging to class C, given that its color 
is x. Thus, P(CX | x) and P(C2 | x) are the respective a posteriori probabilities for skin
P(C.)
and non-skin color classes. Since is just a scale factor which is unimportant for
p(x)
comparison, we just adopt the following decision rule:
classify x to a skin pixel if P(x | C,) > P(x | C2) , 
classify x to a non-skin class, otherwise.
There are three approaches to the estimation of p(x  | C, ), namely parametric, non- 
parametric and semi-parametric. The parametric approach assumes a functional form of 
p{x \C j), which can be customized by a set of parameters [14]. The non-parametric
approach, on the other hand, does not express p(x  | C(.) in a parametric form but allows it 
to be determined entirely by the training data [19]. Semi-parametric approach, most 
notably neural networks, uses very general functional form that can have a variable 
number of adjustable parameters. In our algorithm, we use Gaussian densities to 
approximate the p(x  | C( ) with the following formula:
p(x  I c,) = ( 2 n y dn IX, I'1'2 exp [ — X: ‘(* —/Ol (4)
where
N
j l  =    >  x  .
' N , *
N
N — r X  ( x k -  v  i ) (  x k -  M i )  1 Ir
T
Since the pixel classifier may not yield 100% accuracy, it is true that occasionally some 
skin pixels are falsely classified into non-skin class. To deal with this problem, our
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algorithm does not operate single pixel but deals with a window (3X3 pixels) of pixels. It 
is similar to use texture mapping mechanism where not only the candidate pixel is 
considered but also the neighborhoods of pixels are involved for helping classification. It 
will greatly eliminate the negative influence of outliners. Another improvement of the 
classifier in our system is to use online training schema. Once the user hand is localized 
correctly, the color data of the hand is immediately used for further training of the 
classifier. This heuristic training data updating makes classifier more sensitive to a 
specific user.
6.3.3 Skin Tone Pattern Filter
Skin color detection works well when there is only one user in the image. However, in 
real environments, background of the images may contain other people, even other hands 
which are named noise patches. Since the color detector is trained to distinguish skin 
pixels and non-skin pixels, we cannot simply reuse it to differentiate pixels of a “wrong 
hand” from pixels of “the right hand”. In such case, the noise patches in background will 
also be recognized as skin incorrectly. To deal with this problem, we add a skin tone 
pattern filter which can remove the noisy hands in background. It is widely believed that 
the skin tone pattern of different people varies significantly. Our filter is based on this 
distinguishable characteristic. In HSV color space, tone is represented by components H 
and S. Suppose FH is the skin hue pattern matching indicator, Hmer is the hue pattern of
user skin which has been previously calculated in the initialization stage, H noise is the hue 
pattern of noisy hand, matching indicator is quantified by the following formula:
' L {u, W H useM ’V) * H ^ e ( X  + U ,y  + V)
V X ( . , v) “ • 'L(U,v)elf + u,y + v)~ Hmiaf
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where w is the search window and (x,y) is the coordinate in image. In our experiments, 
when we applied this formula on the one user’s hand in the same image, FH is 1. When 
other image of same user’s hand is used, FH varies from 0.8-1.0. However, when other 
user’s hand comes, FH is no greater than 0.65. Figure 21 shows the sample images.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 21: Skin tone filter, (a) is reference hand, (b) is the testing hand of same user, and 
(c) is a noisy hand from another user.
6.4 Gesture Recognition
6.4.1 Gesture Vocabulary Definition
In a virtual assembly environment, all machinery parts are modeled as graphic objects. 
Robots then fit those parts together by performing assembly tasks in specified sequences 
[144], With hand gesture interface, the human users are able to program the assembly 
sequences in an intuitive way where hand motions are continuously tracked and hand 
postures are recognized as gesture commands by robotic manipulators. For instance, a 
closing hand means the hold command to grasp a virtual object; an open hand issues a 
free command to release the object; a point sign invokes items for section; and an “OK” 
posture launch quit action.
To imitate such scenario, we design the gesture vocabulary as showed in Table 3 and 
Figure 22:
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Gesture Meaning
A close hand with index finger stretch out (a) Selection action
A closing hand (b) Grasp and hold
An open hand (c) Release
A close hand with thumb and index finger stretch out (d) Quite Session
Table 3: Gesture vocabulary in the system.
(a) Select (b) Hold (c) Release (d) Quit
Figure 22: Gesture commands in our system
6.4.2 Fingertip Finder
Based on our gesture vocabulary, we center on fingertip as the hand local feature. From 
Figure 22, it is manifest that those gestures are easily distinguished by fingertip. Gesture 
(a) contains one fingertip, gesture (b) has no fingertip, gesture (c) has more than two 
(actually five) fingertips and gesture (d) has two fingertips. Thus, the number of 
fingertips can be used to classify gestures. The classification rule is described in Table 4.
Gesture Number of Fingertips
Selection =1
Grasp and hold =0
Release >2
Quit =2
Table 4: Gesture classification rule based on number of fingertips.
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We develop fingertip finder algorithm which is based on K-curvature measurement. Once 
the hand is localized and segmented from original images, the boundary pixels of the 
hand contour image are easily extracted. Those pixels that reside in the outline of the 
hand form a list in which each pixel is denoted by P(i) = (x(i),y(i) ) . The K-curvature is 
the angle C(i) between two vectors [P(i-k), P(i)] and [P(i), P(i+k)], where k is a constant. 
The pixels along the boundary where the curvature reach a local extremum, that is the 
“local features”, are then identified. Some of these local features are labeled "peaks" or 
"valleys". Peaks are those features whose curvatures are positive (denoting a locally 
convex boundary) with magnitudes greater than a fixed threshold Pthr. Valleys are 
features whose curvatures are negative (denoting a locally concave boundary) with 
magnitudes less than a fixed threshold Vthr. In Figure 23, all three gestures in our 
vocabulary are segmented and contour pixels are extracted. Circles represent peaks and 
squares denote valleys after applying our fingertip finder. Figure 24 is the local view of 
K-curvature measurement at fingertip and other boundary.
Ml
Figure 23: Local features are labeled based on fingertip finder algorithm.
(a) (b)
Figure 24: K-curvature finger finder, (a) is the K-curvature value of pixels at fingertip 
and (b) is the K-curvature value of pixels at palm.
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6.5 Experimental Result
6.5.1 Initialization Data
We implemented our system using Microsoft MFC. The device is two calibrated 
Logitech cameras and a desktop computer. The camera projection matrix is given as 
follows:
-998.671 -3.12962e-05 -255.66 -25566
Matrix^ = 2.88603e-05 -998.671 -255.66 -25566














The analysis result on offline training data for skin color classifier is shown as follows:
Mean =
( R e d  = 107.0  
Green = 81.6 
Blue = 66.3v
6.5.2 Hand Localization and Segmentation
The hand localization and segmentation process is then applied on those frames. Figure 
25 shows the result.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 25: Hand segmentation result, (a) is the background frame used as referencing 
image, (b) is the next frame where hand appears, (c) is the result image after 
segmentation process applied.
6.5.3 Fingertip Detection




Figure 26: Fingertips are detected and labeled with green dots.
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6.5.4 Gesture Recognition
In order to evaluate the robustness of gesture recognizer, we intentionally rotated the 
hand and joint angles to verify the recognition function. Figure 27 shows the gesture 
images used as the test bed. Images (1) is the standard “Release” gesture while (2) and 
(3) are more nature gestures. Images (4) is the standard “Hold' gesture and (5)-(8) were 
casual closing hand. Image (9) and (10) are two pointing gesture. Image (11) is standard 
“Quit" gesture command and (12)-(15) are same gestures which are slightly rotated. Our 
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(13) (14) (15)
Figure 27: Images for gesture testing.
6.5.5 Hand Movement Tracking
The user’s hand movement was recorded into two video files with “AVI” format. Some 
of key frames are shown in Figure 28.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
(f) (g)
Figure 28: Hand movement images, (a) is the background image, (b) is the image where 
the user hand first appears, (c), (d) and (e) are images of hand movement, (f) is the 
“Grasp” gesture, (g) is the “Release” gesture.
In the tracking phrase, hand was used to virtually draw letter ‘M \ The trajectories of 
those hand movements are shown in Figure 29.
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Figure 29: Hand trajectory of ‘M'-like movements.
6.5.6 Accuracy Evaluation of Tracking Algorithm
Our vision-based gesture interface is primarily designed for replacement of mechanic 
devices such as data gloves. In existing hand tracking applications, the most accurate 
results were obtained by using data gloves. However, it is nearly impossible to repeat 
exactly the same gestures twice, even by the same user. Thus it is not feasible to evaluate 
accuracy by directly comparing with results from data gloves.
Marker-based tracking system marks the user’s hand with color and provides satisfying 
results. Similar to our bare-hand tracking, marker-based tracking is also based on 
continuous hand movements. The accuracy evaluation is therefore conducted by 
comparing results obtained from these two algorithms on the same hand movement. We 
reconstructed the trajectories for three different hand movements. Figure 30 shows hand 
trajectories in test case 2. The red one (a) was obtained from marker-based algorithm and 
the black one (b) was the result of our visual tracking algorithm.
(a) (b)
Figure 30: Two trajectories from different tracking algorithms.
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In each test case, we randomly chose ten time moments to extract the 3D coordinates of 
the points in both trajectories. Let P (x,y ,z)T and Q (a,b,c)T represent the 3D 
coordinates of points in two trajectories respectively. We define the Error Rate formula 
as follows:
iV t f '  a, b, c,
Table 5 shows the accuracy rates in three test cases.
Test Case No. Number of Points Accuracy Rate
Test Case 1 10 87.3%
Test Case 2 10 91.2%
Test Case 3 10 89.1%
Table 5: Accuracy Evaluation Results.
As having been reported in specification of commercial data gloves, the errors of glove- 
based tracker vary from 10% to 15%. In comparison, the results from our algorithm are in 
the same level of accuracy as data gloves (Table 5). Errors were accumulated from 
inaccurate calibration process and lower resolution of cameras. The evaluation process is 
based on the assumption that the true hand trajectories can be represented by the result of 
marker-based tracking algorithm. This assumption is reasonable because unique color can 
minimize these negative effects of various noises.
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7. Conclusion and Future Work
Hand gesture recognition plays a pivotal role in the immersive virtual reality, the utmost 
natural interface. Vision-based hand gesture interface is one of most promising 
techniques in virtual reality. Using video cameras to capture hand images can provide 
adequate number of parameters for a dextrous interface and untie the user from 
mechanical devices. A great many researchers have contributed various approaches to 
vision-based hand gesture recognition and new algorithms in this area have been 
proposed more quickly than before. On the other side, however, it is not difficult to find a 
variety of constraints or restrictions are being imposed in current hand gesture 
applications. This shows that there is still a long way for natural HCI.
7.1Contributions of this thesis
The first issue encountered in gesture-based interface is the argument of gesture 
definition. The existing gesture definitions are either too broad and fuzzy or unable to 
unveil temporal and spatial characteristics of gesture. In this thesis, we first proposed a 
new gesture definition to facilitate mathematical modeling of hand and quantitative 
analysis of gesture. Then we developed a novel framework for visually tracking human 
hand without imposing constraints on the users. Those flexibilities are achieved by a 
hybrid appearance-based hand localization model. Neither constant lighting nor static 
background is required in our system. To preserve depth information, we also contributed 
an accurate and robust method for tracking hand in 3D space. To deal with the noisy hand 
problem, we add a skin tone filter which keeps the user hand focused through the images.
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Additionally, we adopt a self-adaptive strategy to refine the skin classifier by an online 
training schema.
7.2 Future Research Directions
As many other technologies in HCI, vision based hand gesture interpretation undoubtedly 
is still in baby stage. The potential of using hand gesture recognition in HCI has not been 
fully exploited. Future theoretical researches aiming at natural interaction are needed 
before the hand gesture recognition can be used seamlessly. We propose future research 
directions as follows:
• Two-hand gesture recognition
Two-hand gesture recognition will be a direction which not only improves the 
accuracy of recognition for gestures but also broadens the gesture vocabulary 
because two hands are naturally involved in gesticulation between human-human 
communications ([55], [87], [110]). However, some ambiguous situations may 
occur in two-hand recognition, such as frequent occlusion and distinction between 
left and right hands.
• Multimodal interface
Recently, the relation of gestures with speech, body movement and gaze has been 
underlined in HCI studies ([13], [60]). The reason is that almost any natural 
communication among humans concurrently involves several modes of 
communication that accompany each other. For example, the sentence “look that” 
and a deictic gesture using index finger and an obvious movement of eyes may 
occur concurrently to express the same meaning. Then the recognition for speech, 
gesture and gaze can be mutually confirmed. In such multi-model interface, the 
complexity of analysis can be reduced and the performance can be improved 
([67], [103], [111], [112]).
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